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BÀI TẬP LÀM THÊM NGÀY 23/8/2021 

1. A sparkle in his eyes ____________ his face whenever he smiled. 

A. animated  B. activated  C. alienated  D. accorded 

2. You’ll need to be a little more imaginative if you want to hold their attention. 

A. imaginative B. imaginary  C. imagination D. imaginable 

3. She is extremely ____________ about her career. She would like to be a CEO. 

A. absent-minded    B. fair-minded 

C. high-minded    D. single-minded 

4. The government has refused to __________ the company from bankruptcy. 

A. reduce  B. renovate  C. rescue  D. renew 

5. It's difficult for a small shop to ____________ against the big supermarkets. 

A. comply  B. combine  C. command  D. compete 

6. The priest has found the book he was ________ and was checking a reference.  

A. looking for   B. looking in   C. looking into  D. looking up 

7. The increase in interest rates will raise the cost ___________ living. 

A. for   B. in   C. of   D. to 

8. Do you think Dad will allow you ____________ to Jamie's party? 

A. go   B. to go  C. going  D. gone 

9. Moreover, the individual decisions we make when we choose how to reach our destination 

can have a(n) __________ on other people. 

A. force      B. crash   C.  problem       D. impact 

10. House and Senate staffers are working long hours to try to _____________ a compromise. 

A. reach  B. turn   C. make   D. do 

11. When finding a new house, parents should ___________ all the conditions for their children’s 

education and entertainment. 

A. take into account    B. make all the conditions 
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C. get a measure of    D. put into effect 

12. I've had toothache on and ____________ for a couple of months. 

A. above  B. upon  C. over   D. off 

13. She swayed gently ______________ and forth to the music. 

A. behind  B. back  C. near   D. next 

14. The campers roasted marshmallows over an ___________ fire. 

A. honest  B. open  C. friendly  D. receptive 

15. The protesters set fire ____________ several vehicles. 

A. out   B. from  C. on    D. to 

16. A group of youths had ___________ fire to an old truck. 

A. opened  B. set   C. caught  D. put 

17. He ____________ his fist at me when I drove into the back of his car. 

A. shook  B. took   C. booked  D. stood 

18. His flat was ___________ into while he was away and his computer, television and video were 

stolen. 

A. taken  B. broken  C. thrown  D. gone 

19. It only costs $2. That's not going to ___________ the bank. 

A. break  B. steal  C. tie   D. hear 

20. Couples choose to tie the knot in various ways, from not having any ceremony to having a 

modest affair, or still going all out. (CLOSET) 

A. get married B. loosen the tie C. get engaged D. fasten the rope 

21. He plays the part of a tough cop on TV who really has a ____________ of gold. 

A. mouth  B. mind  C. hair   D. heart 

22. And if that floor is not ____________ when you're done, make sure to put up the signs—we don't 

need anyone slipping out here! 

A. as dry as rice B. as dry as a tile C. as dry as a bone D. as dry as a wood 

23. The police officer said that Johnstone was loitering _____________ intent. 

A. under  B. upon  D. above  D. with 

24. Such approaches should be supported and mainstreamed in health interventions in order to 

____________ positive behavior change. 

A. put off   B. set off   C. bring about  D. hold up 

25. On leaving prison, Vincent decided to turn over a new _____________ and to give up his old life of 

crime. 

A. book  B. page  C. chapter  D. leaf 
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26. I am sorry to have bothered you. I was under the ____________ that you wanted me to call you. 

A. misapprehension B. miscalculation  C. misconception  D. mistake 

27. I didn't take up his recommendation, as he sounded so ____________ about it. 

A. half-baked   B. half-hearted  C. half-timbered  D. half-witted 

28. Her sister is expert _____________ growing flowers. 

A. with    B. at    C. by    D. for 

29. We’ll check these figures with our company as soon as we get the line ______ 

A. through   B. on    C. in    D. over 

30. My sisters will all tell you that when I was in charge, I was such a real slave driver. (CLOSET) 

A. worked excessively hard    B. was slave to work 

C. made other people work too hard  D. worked overtime 

 

BÀI TẬP LÀM THÊM NGÀY 24/8/2021 

1. More people are now _____________ in service industries than in manufacturing. 

A. employed  B. emerged  C. embraced  D. empathized 

2. The president is preparing for a showdown with his advisers over his plans to ____________ the 

economy. 

A. reform  B. recharge  C. redecorate  D. renew 

3. The government will make an ________ investment of $ 4.7 billion in the company.  

A. initial  B. initiation  C. initiative  D. initiate  

4. French cheeses are exported ____________many different countries. 

A. about  B. to   C. with   D. on 

5. It really gets on my ___________when people talk loudly on the phone in public. 

A. mind  B. ears   C. nerves  D. eyes 

6. Living _____________ rose dramatically in the postwar period. 

A. standards  B. backgrounds C. levels  D. surface 

7. Carney has a _________ commitment to write two new books in th next four years.  

A. agreed   B. contractual  C. contract   D. contracted 

8. His face was lined and ____________.  

A. weather-beaten     B. weather-beating   

C. weathered     D. weatherproof 

9. The event has __________ a lot of media attention. 

A. reached  B. gotten  C. attracted  D. had 

10. The ____________ of the moon for the earth causes tides.  
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A. attract   B. attracted   C. attraction   D. attractive 

11. They're content to _____________ with a very small circle of people. 

A. socialite  B. socially  C. socialization D. socialize 

12. A signpost points to a short path ____________ amongst trees to a footbridge over the river. 

A. decentralizing B. deceiving  C. delivering  D. descending 

13. The cyclone has resulted __________many thousands of deaths. 

A. from  B. in   C. at   D. upon 

14. The government hopes to _________ its plans for introducing cable TV. 

A. turn out  B. carry out  C. carry on  D. keep on 

15. There is a great deal of indecision over how to tackle the problem. (CLOSET) 

A. give up  B. deal with  C. carry out  D. drop out 

16. Children _____________ to get unsettled if you keep on changing their routine. 

A. appreciate  B. tend   C. refuse  D. agree 

17. He made quite an impression ____________ the girls at the tennis club. 

A. with   B. about  C. for   D. on 

18. Police warned residents to be on the alert for bogus salesmen. (CLOSET) 

A. Look for  B. watch out for C. search for  D. watch for 

19. Policemen are sometimes on ____________ at night. 

A. force  B. alert  C. patrol  D. cover 

20. If you want a qualified accountant, their services don't _____________ cheap. 

A. say   B. launch  C. access  D. come 

21. They had nowhere to sleep so we ____________ for the night. 

A. put up with them     B. put them up 

C. put them on     D. put in to them 

22. Trees that ____________ the view of oncoming traffic should be cut down. 

A. alter   B. obstruct  C. improve  D. spoil 

23. Every minute of the day ___________ you occupied, doing one thing or another. 

A. see    B. finds   C. made   D. has 

24. Working on his research, Dr Liu seldom goes anywhere _______ her laboratory. 

A. except   B. except at   C. except in   D. except that 

25. In the early 1920s, Hollywood was __________ by a series of scandals involving major stars and 

directors. 

A. turned   B. moved  C. swung  D. rocked 

26. The film was taken apart on the grounds that it glorifies violence. (CLOSET) 
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A. greatly admired     B. excellently cast 

C. badly reviewed     D. criticized severely 

27. On hearing the proposal of the project, all staff threw cold water on his initial plans, which 

caused him a complete upset. (OPPOSITE) 

A. disagreed with him about his initial plans 

B. turned down his initial plans 

C. gave his initial plans great support 

D. sponsored him with initial plans 

28. They were so pleased when the scientific truths ____________. 

A. came to the light    B. came to light 

C. was uncovered    D. was found 

29. The poor man was driven from ____________ for justice, but his efforts were of no avail. 

A. pillar to post     B. top to bottom  

C. stem to stern     D. hand to mouth 

30. The captain has not decided yet where to stop on the journey – we’ll just play it by____________ 

and see how we feel. 

A. mouth   B. ear    C. eye    D. hand 

 

BÀI TẬP LÀM THÊM NGÀY 25/8/2021 

1. She has ____________ charges that she has been involved in any financial malpractice. 

A. rebutted  B. rebelled  C. recharged  D. renewed 

2. Patients were ____________ from the hospital because the beds were needed by other people. 

A. dislocated  B. disbursed  C. disregarded D. discharged 

3. It is a form of anaemia which is nearly always ____________ if left untreated. 

A. final   B. stable  C. fatal   D. steady 

4. The infection is highly contagious, so don't let anyone else use your towel. (CLOSET) 

A. courteous  B. arresting  C. numerous  D. catching 

5. She survived in the wilderness by eating berries and ____________ small animals and birds. 

A. cheating  B. tracking  C. capturing  D. trapping 

6. These improvements will ____________ down on traffic noise. 

A. put   B. cut   C. take   D. make 

7. While she was in Hawaii, she studied the local flora and ___________. 

A. fauna   B. alligator   C. hippopotamus  D. buffalo 

8. The movie shows heroes risking their lives to save Earth from a ____________ collision with a comet. 
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A. catastrophic  B. hopeless   C. disturbing   D. shocking 

9. The company is building _____________ factors into its assessments. 

A. cumulative  B. evaluative  C. evocative  D. elastic 

10. Our countryside is increasingly being __________ into the large cities. 

A. swallowed  B. inhaled  C. absorbed  D. breathed 

11. The meeting was _____________ by a group of protesters who shouted and threw fruit at the 

speaker. 

A. erupted  B. discarded  C. disrupted  D. enhanced 

12. I'm sorry to ___________ you so late, but my car's broken down and I don't have my phone with 

me. 

A. disregard  B. disturb  C. dismiss  D. discharge  

13. We have organized food and water __________ in African countries. 

A. droughts   B. famine   C. relief   D. distribution 

14. High prices are ______________ many young people from buying houses. 

A. deterring  B. inferring  C. referring  D. retelling 

15. The nationalists are very eager to _____________ their customs and language. 

A. covert  B. command  C. conserve  D. commit 

16. We want to ____________ the character of the town while improving the facilities. 

A. preserve  B. reverse  C. converse  D. predated 

17. Whenever I have a problem, I talk to my best friend. She always ____________ a sympathetic ear. 

A. offers   B. borrows   C. adds   D. lends 

18. Unfortunately, the world population of Hawaiian geese has ____________ to very small numbers. 

A. shrunk   B. throve   C. increased   D. accepted 

19. Victims of the crash will be _____________ for their injuries. 

A. compensated B. commanded C. committed  D. commented 

20. The government's economic policy has been _____________ on all sides. 

A. denounced  B. deduced  D. degenerated D. devastated 

21. The anti-smoking campaign had made quite an ____________ on young people. 

A. force  B. impact  C. problem  D. crash 

22. Forests __________ and capture carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. 

A. take up  B. take in  C. take over  D. take on 

23. His business is growing so fast that he must take ____________ more workers. 

A. up   B. over   C. on   D. out 

24. The driver accused me ____________ the accident. 
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A. of causing  B. in causing  C. about causing D. to causing 

25. Timmy dropped the _____________ on doing this task again because of his carelessness. I can’t 

stand him anymore. 

A. pin    B. needle   C. bottom   D. ball 

26. The point he wants to make is that it’s an objective law independent ____________ man’s will. 

A. on    B. of    C. from   D. to 

27. The committee, in an earlier report, was accused of sweeping financial problems under the 

carpet to avoid embarrassment. (OPPOSITE) 

A. revealing the financial problems  B. solving financial problems 

C. causing the financial problems   D. concealing the financial problems 

28. It's frustrating that in most cases we're _____________ the curve because we're reacting to crime, 

not preventing it. 

A. behind  B. front  C. over   D. upon 

29. I've told you time and time _____________ not to leave the door open. 

A. to   B. over   C. again  D. before 

30. Festivities came to an __________well after the sun had risen the next morning. 

A. final   B. death  C. point  D. end 

 

BÀI TẬP LÀM THÊM NGÀY 26/8/2021 

1. Very high taxes have recently been ____________ on cigarettes. 

A. imposed  B. exposed  C. composed  D. disposed 

2. The students were deported because they ____________ a threat to national security. 

A. matched  B. posed  C. thrown  D. kept 

3. A large international meeting was held with the aim of promoting ________________ development in 

all countries. 

A. spacious   B. sustainable  C. extreme   D. abundant 

4. I understand what you are saying but I don't understand the _____________ to this discussion. 

A. reliance  B. replenishment C. relief  D. relevance 

5. The ___________ of many different species depends on government action. 

A. survival  B. arrival  C. departure  D. movement 

6. Cliff Richard has _____________ more number one hit songs than any other British pop star. 

A. recorded   B. said   C. took   D. saw 

7. A ceasefire has been called to allow the survivors to bury their dead. (CLOSET) 

A. inter  B. infer  C. hide   D. fail   
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8. During surgery, doctors sometimes use a laser beam to _____________ tiny blood vessels. 

A. vapor  B. vaporize  C. vapidity  D. vaporization  

9. Greasy frying comes from not enough ______________ of moisture and oil in the food. 

A. vapidity  B. vaporization C. vaporize  D. vapid 

10. The department is blazing a ____________ in the field of laser surgery. 

A. trail   B. jail   C. fail   D. hail 

11. The cyclists were ___________as they approached the final lap. 

A. now and again    B. neck and neck   

C. chapter and verse    D. here and there 

12. When you set your study targets, allow regular revision time. This is much more effective than 

trying to cram before an exam. (CLOSET) 

A. study hard in a short time  B. revise hastily 

C. stay up late to study   D. revise overnight 

13. Teachers have considerable _____________ over what is taught in the classroom. 

A. change  B. influence  C. power  D. outcome 

14. I keep lots of food that's quickly thawed and easily __________. 

A. warmed down    B. warmed up 

C. warmed to     D. warm on 

15. Too many students _____________ out of college after only one year. 

A. go   B. keep  C. drop  D. release 

16. Michael put his mistake _____________ to lack of concentration. 

A. down  B. over   C. through  D. up 

17. Mediators have persuaded both sides to ____________ down their arms. 

A. make  B. take   C. lay   D. hang 

18. The book says that the revolution was ___________ off by the assassination of the president. 

A. launched   B. cropped   C. triggered   D. prompted 

19. Scientists have pointed out that our sensitivity decreases _____________ age. 

A. at    B. for    C. with   D. by 

20. He kept on butting in with silly comments, which made his teacher angry. (CLOSET) 

A. interrupting  B. interfering  C. flattering  D. excluding 

21. Wendy is on the horns of a dilemma: she just wonders whether to go for a picnic with her 

friends or to stay at home with her family. (OPPOSITE) 

A. unwilling to make a decision   B. able to make a choice 

C. eager to make a plan    D. unready to make up her mind 
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22. He was at the __________ of his career when he was assassinated. 

A. pride   B. height   C. glamour   D. power 

23. Tempers began to ________ as the lorries forced their way through the picket lines. 

A. break   B. fray    C. grate   D. fire 

24. Making private calls on the office phone is severely ____________ on in our department. 

A. frowned   B. criticized   C. regarded   D. objected 

25. They managed to free him from the burning car in the _______ of time before the tank exploded. 

A. tick   B. wink  C. nick   D. brink 

26. Claims for compensation could _________ run into billions of pounds. 

A. far    B. much   C. well   D. most 

27. The atmosphere at work was so bad that Brian eventually decided to hand in his notice. 

(CLOSET) 

A. notify the boss     B. apply for another job 

C. give up his job    D. be given a better job 

28. My father was as poor as a church mouse growing up, so his sole focus was to give his kids 

every opportunity in life that he missed out on. (OPPOSITE) 

A. looked like a million dollars   B. was born with a silver spoon in his mouth 

C. was short of cash     D. was very poor 

29. After some reflection, he decided to bite the _________. 

A. button   B. bullet   C. shell   D. shot 

30. Jim always gets very annoyed if he can’t get his own _________ 

A. wish   B. desire   C. will    D. way 

BÀI TẬP LÀM THÊM NGÀY 27/8/2021 

1 The players like the coach because he’s ____________ and honest with them. 

A. down to earth  B. earthy   C. basic   D. crude 

2. Establishing a good social network is _____________ to success at university. 

A. critical   B. crucial   C. different   D. similar 

3. There are fascinating and _____________ stories of everyday life and insights into how different 

people live. 

A. thought-rising     B. thought-provoking 

C. thought-lifting     D. thought-raising 

4. When I was young and idealistic I believed it was possible to change the world. (OPPOSITE) 

A. practical  B. thoughtless C. applicable  D. energetic 
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5. Since the family law was implemented, ________________ violence has been a rare occurrence in 

this area. 

A. married   B. household   C. domestic  D. local 

6. This proposal will almost certainly spark another countrywide ______________ about how to 

organize the school system. 

A. debate  B. delay  C. debut  D. debacle 

7. Older people tend to be more ___________ and a bit suspicious of anything new. 

A.conservation B. conservative C. conversant  D. conserve 

8. A city’s population is the number of people living in that city. These people are called 

inhabitants. (CLOSET) 

A. dwellers  B. occupants  C. residents  D. tenants  

9. The ____________ had promised to redecorate the bedrooms before we moved in. 

A. landline  B. landbanker  C. landlord  D. landlubber 

10. The evolution of the fertility rate, is much more uncertain but of main importance in the long 

term. (OPPOSITE) 

A. permanent  B. perpetual  C. temporary  D. long standing 

11. Until 1986 most companies would not even allow women to take the exams, but such blatant 

_____________ is now disappearing. 

A. discrimination B. difference  C. variance  D. dismissal 

12. The report will examine unequal pay as well as other types of gender ___________in the workplace. 

A. distinction  B. discrimination C. judgment  D. prejudice 

13. _____________ have been instructed to penalize players who deliberately waste time. 

A. Referees  B. Judges  C. Refugees  D. Observers 

14. Were you brought _____________ in the city or in the country? 

A. off   B. forward  C. over   D. up 

15. They spent two months ___________ their house. 

A. renew  B. renewed  C. renewing  D. to renew 

16. When you sit for the exam tomorrow, try to stay calm and relaxed. (CLOSET) 

A. answer  B. take   C. make  D. write 

17. Many people find it hard to ___________ up to the fact that they are getting old. 

A. feature   B. expression  C. face    D. wall 

18. There’s a lot of work to do, so ____________ and get busy. 

A. good wine needs no bush   B. beauty is only skin deep 

C. let bygones be bygones   D. roll up your sleeves 
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19. I can’t ____________ my neighbour’s noise any longer; it’s driving me mad. 

A. put across   B. put away   C. put up with  D. put back 

20. It’s hard to ____________ all the latest improvements and breakthroughs in technology nowadays. 

A. keep up with  B. keep at   C. keep around  D. keep down 

21. I came ___________ my old school reports when I was clearing out my desk. 

A. about   B. across   C.along   D. by 

22. Doctors advised her to cut ___________ on the amount of saturated fats in her diet. 

A. up    B. through   C. off    D. down 

23. The children had to ______ in the principal’s office after they took part in a fight. 

A. hit the right notes     B. beat around the bush 

C. play second fiddle     D. face the music 

24. The doctor gave the patient _________ examination to discover the cause of his collapse. 

A. a thorough   B. a universal   C. an exact   D. a whole 

25. After a momentary ____________ of concentration, Simon managed to regain his focus and 

completed the test. 

A. failure   B. lapse   C. fault   D. error 

26. I think Mr. John is on the level because he always tells the truth and never tries to deceive 

others. (CLOSET) 

A. honest   B. dishonest   C. talented   D. intelligent 

27. Despite careful preparation, the candidate got cold feet when asked a challenging question and 

gave an unsatisfactory answer. (OPPOSITE) 

A. got nervous    B. became aggressive 

C. stayed confident    D. had a fever 

28. She made no _________ to her illness but only to her future plans. 

A. statement   B. mention   C. reference   D. comment 

29. It is difficult to assess the full ____________ of the damage caused by Hurricane Sandy, one of the 

most destructive storms the U.S. has had in quite some time. 

A. range   B. extent   C. amount   D. quality 

30. The children gazed at the magician _______ as he performed his tricks. 

A. eagle-eyed  B. hawk-eyed  C. open-eyed  D. wide-eyed 
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BÀI TẬP LÀM THÊM NGÀY 28/8/2021 

1. As she left the court, she was ____________ by angry crowds who tried to block her way. 

A. confronted  B. concluded  C. commanded D. conquered 

2. There are many superstitions signs that one can use to _______ the evil eye if 

you believe _____________ such things. 

A. look out-over  B. let out-with  C. come up-about  D. ward off-in 

3. With unemployment at a record level, retraining programs would __________ off in the long run. 

A. go    B. pay    C. pass   D. wear 

4. It’s time we bought some new furniture. Look at these chairs. They’re __________ to pieces. 

A. crumbling   B. battered   C. falling   D. going 

5. It’s only a small lamp, so it doesn’t ________ off much light. 

A. shed   B. cast   C. give   D. spend 

6. Don't _____________ any attention to Nina - she doesn't know what she's talking about. 

A. pay   B. attract  C. catch  D. get 

7. She only bought that sports car to ______________ and prove she could afford one. 

A. take off  B. show off  C. put off  D. pay off 

8. An English Club will be ____________ to help children improve their English. 

A. put on  B. brought on  C. set up  D. showed up 

9. Garvin is _____________ a new computer application to see whether it works. 

A. looking after B. putting on  C. trying out  D. turning up 

10. The doctor says I'll take a long time to get __________ the shock. 

A. past   B. above   C. through  D. over 

11. When the alarm clock went off, Tom just turned _____________ and went back to sleep. 

A. down   B. out    C. up    D. over 

12. Mary is very _____________ up and thinks she is superior to her classmates. 

A. turned   B. looked   C. stuck  D. fed 

13. Jeff seemed to be ____________ of remembering anything I told him. 

A. unable   B. unwilling   C. inefficient   D. incapable 

14. Please engage ____________ good faith _____________ personally attacking your fellow commenters! 

A. with/ with  B. in/ without  C. to/ by  D. with/ from 

15. I was looking around the store for a present for my mom, and this scarf caught my_________. 

A. sight  B. breath  C. eye   D. dream 

16. She has been always ____________ the dream of being a vet since her dog was stolen. 

A. harboring  B. growing  C. shattering  D. making 
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17. The best way to ___________ the countryside is on foot. 

A. ignore   B. notice   C. explore   D. consider 

18. He was ___________ to steal the money when he saw it lying on the table. 

A. attracted   B. dragged   C. tempted   D. brought 

19. The _________ of blood always makes him feel sick. 

A. view   B. scene   C. form   D. sight 

20. Someone had thrown a ____________ cigarette into a waste-paper basket, and the fire started. 

A. red    B. lit   C. lighting  D. fired 

21. I think Michael hit the nail on the head when he said that what is lacking in this company is 

the feeling of confidence. (CLOSET) 

A. interpreted something indirectly  B. described something unconsciously 

C. said something correctly    D. misunderstood something seriously 

22. Tom was too wet behind the ears to be in charge of such a difficult task. (OPPOSITE) 

A. full of experience     B. lack of responsibility 

C. without money     D. full of sincerity 

23. Sara bought in a lot of business last month; she should ask for a pay rise while she’s still on a 

_________. 

A. roam   B. roll    C. rush   D. run 

24. The Supreme Court decision _________ the way for further legislation on civil rights. 

A. made   B. took   C. gave   D. paved 

25. My older brother is extremely fond of astronomy, he seems to ___________ a lot of pleasure from 

observing the stars. 

A. possess   B. seize   C. reach   D. derive 

26. My uncle pulled a few __________ and got me a job in the company he works. 

A. ropes   B. strings   C. threads   D. chords 

27. I’m pleased that your sales figures are ___________ again and that you’ve 

brought in new clients to the firm. 

A. over   B. up    C. on    D. above 

28. The robot is supposed to __________ a dozen or so operations when switched on. 

A. carry on   B. carry through  C. carry out   D. carry away 

29. Our new house is modern but there is no room to swing a cat. (CLOSET) 

A. no playground for cats    B. very small 

C. no space for children   D. no room to keep cats  

30. The economy has ground to a halt because of the civil war. (OPPOSITE) 
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A. stopped suddenly     B. gone to the moon 

C. lingered to success    D. been flying high 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


